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The precision of every cut is dependent on the quality of the knife used. However, even the best knife can only cut perfectly if it is 
guided smoothly without vibrations.

This is where Bäumer comes in, with an innovative knife turning system which specifically supports the rotating knife at critical 
points with further improved bearings.

The “segment roller mounted knife turning system” will convince you with particularly smooth running. It is fitted as standard in 
new OFS-VS machines, but numerous existing horizontal and vertical cutting machines by Bäumer can also be upgraded to a new 
state of the art using this system.

KNIFE TURNING SYSTEM

SEGMENT ROLLER MOUNTED KNIFE TURNING SYSTEM:

 ▪ Precise guidance 
 ▪ Maximum running smoothness
 ▪ Better bearings, optimally positioned

Old knife turning systemNew knife turning system
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Segment roller mounted knife turning system KNIFE TURNING 
SYSTEM

More and better bearings, optimally positioned

The high level of design effort put into the construction of this knife turning system becomes apparent in the significantly 
improved concentricity of the rotating knife. To achieve this, not only was the arrangement of the bearings optimized, but their 
number was also substantially increased. 

The bearings themselves were also upgraded and now work with closer tolerances in comparison to those in older systems.

The result can even be heard, because the extremely precise knife guidance now leads to less vibration.

Careful sealing of the entire, easily accessible knife turning unit protects this effectively from dirt accumulation caused by cutting 
and ambient dust.  
This leads to less wear, a longer system service life, long maintenance intervals and enormous ease of maintenance and repair.

Straightforward retrofitting

Numerous horizontal and vertical cutting machines by Bäumer can be retrofitted with the new segment roller mounted 
knife turning system – in case of repairs or as an upgrade. 

The 1:1 exchange (old module against new) itself is relatively simple and can usually be carried out without the use of 
an external service. The modification set contains the complete knife turning system, including the swiveling heads. No 
further modules are required.

You can see whether your machine is suitable for the segment roller mounted knife turning system from the table below. 

  
Maschinentyp:  Umbau möglich:

OFS-VT  all

OFS-HE  all

OFS-HT  all

OFS-VS  up to 12/0439

OFS-HE3  up to 11/1529


